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Abstract. We propose a framework for solving equational and member-
ship constraints for terms built over individual, sequence, function, and
context variables and flexible arity symbols. Each membership constraint
couples a variable with a regular expression on terms or contexts. There
can be several membership constraints with the same constrained vari-
able, and expressions may contain variables themselves. A membership
constraint is satisfied if an instance of the constrained variable belongs
to the language generated by the corresponding instance of the regular
expression. We identify sufficient syntactic restrictions that allow us to
use matching techniques for solving such constraints, describe a complete
algorithm, and discuss applications.

1 Introduction

We propose a framework for solving constraint systems that consist of equa-
tions and membership constraints. Terms are built from flexible arity symbols
and individual, sequence, function, and constant variables. The equational part
of constraint systems is a unification problem. Membership constraints restrict
context and sequence variables to belong to certain regular languages. We call
such systems regular context sequence constraints, Rcs constraints in short, to
underline their most important ingredients.

The equational part of Rcs constraints subsumes context unification that is
a very hard problem: It may have infinitely many incomparable minimal solu-
tions, and decidability is still open [30]. In contrast, matching with context (and
sequence) variables is decidable and finitary. Therefore, we identify conditions
on constraints under which unification can be replaced with iterative matching.
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Such replacement problems have been studied by a number of authors in dif-
ferent contexts; see, e.g., [15, 24, 2, 1, 34]. Like them, we approach this problem
using the idea of modes, indicating how the arguments of equality should be
used, and define a class of well-moded context sequence unification problems.
These are the problems that can be reordered into well-moded logic program
queries.

We define notions of regular terms and regular contexts. Intuitively, regular
terms are terms over the alphabet extended with the standard regular operators.
Regular contexts are contexts (i.e. terms with a single hole constant) over the
same extended alphabet. Regular terms contain no holes. By regular expression
we mean a regular term expression or a regular context expression. Note that
we use this term in a somewhat more liberal way than the standard definition
of regular (tree) expressions [13], because in our regular expressions variables
may occur. However, when we define languages generated by regular expres-
sions, these variables behave like (function or individual) constants. A language
generated by regular terms contains sequences of terms (hedges), and a language
generated by regular contexts contains contexts.

Membership constraints constrain context variables with regular contexts,
and sequence variables with regular terms. Constraints are very flexible: Con-
strained variables may occur in regular expressions, may be constrained with
several regular expressions, need not occur in equations, regular expressions may
contain unconstrained variables, etc. For the decidability purposes, membership
constraints have to fulfill certain natural well-modedness condition. We define
regular well-moded context sequence constraints, Rwcs constraints in short, as
Rcs constraints with well-moded equational and membership parts.

Solving an Rwcs constraint means to find a substitution that solves the equa-
tions and satisfies the membership constraints: The instance of each constrained
variable should belong to the language generated by the instance of the regu-
lar expression that constrains the variable. We propose a rule-based algorithm
that provides a sound, terminating, and complete solving method for Rwcs con-
straints. Flexibility and expressiveness of the framework suggests quite broad
range of possible applications. At the end of the paper we briefly discuss some
of them, related to constraint solving, programming, and querying.

The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 defines the terminology. Sect. 3
introduces regular context sequence constraints. Sect. 4 introduces the solving
framework. Sect. 5 discuses an extension of the framework with extra regular
operators and restrictions with respect to variable occurrences. Sect. 6 discusses
related work and possible applications.

2 Preliminaries

We consider the alphabet consisting of the following mutually disjoint sets of in-
dividual variables VInd, sequence variables VSeq, function variables VFun, context
variables VCon, and function symbols F . The sets VInd, VSeq, VFun, and VCon

are countable. The set F is finite or countably infinite. All the symbols in F



except a distinguished constant ◦ (called a hole) have flexible arity. We will use
x, y, z for individual variables, x, y, z for sequence variables, F, G, H for function
variables, C, D, E for context variables, and a, b, c, f, g, h for function symbols.

Terms are constructed using the following grammar:

t ::= x | x | ◦ | f(t1, . . . , tn) | F (t1, . . . , tn) | C(t).

In C(t) the term t can not be a sequence variable. We will write a for the term
a() where a ∈ F . Terms will be denoted with s, t, r. The head of a term is its
root symbol. A ground term is a term without variables. A context is a term
with a single occurrence of the hole constant ◦. A context C may be applied to
a term s that is not a sequence variable, written C[s], and the result is the term
consisting of C with ◦ replaced by s. We will use C and D for contexts.

A substitution is a mapping from individual variables to those terms which are
not sequence variables and contain no holes, from sequence variables to finite,
possibly empty sequences of terms without holes, from function variables to
function variables and symbols, and from context variables to contexts, such that
all but finitely many individual and function variables are mapped to themselves,
all but finitely many sequence variables are mapped to themselves considered as
singleton sequences, and all but finitely many context variables are mapped to
themselves applied to the hole. For example, the mapping {x 7→ f(a, y), x 7→ pq,
y 7→ pa, C(f(b)), xq, F 7→ g, C 7→ g(◦)} is a substitution.3 We will use σ, ϑ, ϕ,
and ε for substitutions, where ε denotes the empty substitution.

For a substitution σ, the domain is the set of variables dom(σ) = {v | v ∈
VInd ∪VSeq ∪VFun, vσ 6= v}∪{C | Cσ 6= C(◦)} and the range is the set ran(σ) =⋃

v∈dom(σ){vσ}.
Substitutions are extended to terms: vσ = σ(v) for v ∈ VInd ∪ VSeq, C(t)σ =

σ(C)[tσ], F (t1, . . . , tn)σ = σ(F )(t1σ, . . . , tnσ), f(t1, . . . , tn)σ = f(t1σ, . . . , tnσ).
A substitution σ is more general than ϑ, denoted σ ≤· ϑ, if there exists

a ϕ such that σϕ = ϑ. A substitution σ is more general than ϑ on a set of
variables V, denoted σ ≤·V ϑ, if there exists a ϕ such that vσϕ = vϑ for all
v ∈ V. A term equation is a pair of terms 〈s, t〉, written s ≈ t, where s and
t contain no holes and are not sequence variables. The fact that the equation
s ≈ t has to be solved is written as s ≈? t. A set of variables of a syntactic
object O is denoted by vars(O). A context sequence unification problem, Csu
problem in short, is a finite multiset of equations. A Csu problem is called well-
moded if it can be ordered as s1 ≈? t1, . . . , sn ≈? tn where t1 is ground and
vars(tj) ⊆

⋃j−1
i=1 vars(si) for 1 < j ≤ n.

Substitutions are extended to equations in the usual way. A solution of a
Csu problem {s1 ≈? t1, . . . , sn ≈? tn} is a substitution σ such that siσ = tiσ
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. A complete set of solutions of a Csu problem Γ is a set of
substitutions S such that (i) each element of S is a solution of Γ , and (ii) for
each solution ϑ of Γ there exist a substitution σ ∈ S such that σ ≤· ϑ. The set S
is a minimal complete set of solutions of Γ if it is a complete set and two distinct
elements of S are incomparable with respect to ≤·.
3 To improve readability we write sequences between the symbols p and q.



An equation s ≈? t is called a matching equation, written s ¿ t, if t is ground.
We will call s the query and t the data. A Csm problem is a Csu problem where
each equation is a matching equation. A solution of Csm problem is called a
matcher . We will show that matching techniques are, in fact, sufficient to solve
well-moded unification problems.

Just as a remark, to underline expressiveness of having individual, sequence,
function, and context variables in the same language, consider the context unifi-
cation problem {C1(a) ≈? C2(b)}. In the standard case solvability of this prob-
lem depends on the signature (or one has to consider n-ary context variables).
For instance, one of the solutions is {C1 7→ f(◦, b), C2 7→ f(a, ◦)}, where f
does not occur in the problem itself. In our language the problem has two mini-
mal unifiers: {C1 7→ F (x, D1(◦), y, D2(b), z), C2 7→ F (x, D1(a), y, D2(◦), z)} and
{C1 7→ F (x, D1(b), y, D2(◦), z), C2 7→ F (x, D1(◦), y, D2(a), z)}. However, it is
not a well-moded problem and is outside the scope of the framework we consider
in this paper. Below we consider only well-moded Csu problems.

3 Regular Context Sequence Constraints

We would like to extend terms by allowing regular expressions in their arguments.
We write pq for the empty sequence, “,” for sequence concatenation, “.” for
context concatenation, “|” for sequence choice, “+” for context choice, “∗” for
sequence repetition, and “?” for context repetition. A regular expression E is a
common name for a regular expression for hole-free terms (that we abbreviate
as regular term expression) T and a regular expression for contexts (abbreviated
as regular context expression) C, defined by the following grammars:

T ::= x | x | f(T) | F (T) | C(T) | pq | pT1, T2q | T1|T2 | T∗ | C(T).
C ::= ◦ | f(T1, C, T2) | F (T1, C, T2) | C(C) | C1.C2 | C1 + C2 | C?.

The regular term expression T in C(T) and C(T) should satisfy the condition
head(T) ∈ VInd ∪ VFun ∪ VCon ∪ F . We assume that C(T) is C[T] if C is a context,
and do not distinguish between E1, pq, E2 and E1, E2.

Example 1. C(F (f(x)∗, g(◦).h(◦))) + f(pg(x), xq∗, g(◦))? is a regular context
expression. (C(F (f(x)∗, g(◦).h(◦))) + f(g(x), x)∗, g(◦))?) (f(x, a∗)) is a regular
term expression.

Substitutions are extended to regular expressions in the usual way. We call a
regular term expression an r-term expression if it is either T1 | T2 or T∗. A
regular context expression is an r-context expression if it is either C1.C2, C1 +C2,
or C?. A regular term expression is a term (sometimes we also say pure term) if
it does not contain any regular operator. The same holds for contexts.



The regular language L(T) generated by a regular term expression T is a set
of sequences of hole-free pure terms (or hedges, in terms of [3]) defined as follows:

L(v) = {v}, if v ∈ VInd ∪ VSeq.

L(h(T)) = {h(t1, . . . , tn) | pt1, . . . , tnq ∈ L(T)}, h ∈ VFun ∪ F .

L(C(T)) = {C(t) | t ∈ L(T)}.
L(pq) = {pq}.

L(pT1, T2q) = {pt1, . . . , tk, tk+1, . . . , tnq |
pt1, . . . , tkq ∈ L(T1), ptk+1, . . . , tnq ∈ L(T2)}.

L(T1 | T2) = L(T1) ∪ L(T2).

L(T∗) =
⋃

n≥0

L(T)n.

L(C(T)) = {C[t] | C ∈ L(C), t ∈ L(T)}.
Here L(T)0 = {pq} and L(T)n+1 = {pt1, . . . , tk, tk+1, . . . , tmq | pt1, . . . , tkq ∈
L(T)n, ptk+1, . . . , tmq ∈ L(T)}. The regular language L(C) generated by a regular
context C is a set of pure contexts defined as follows:

L(◦) = {◦}.
L(h(T1, C, T2)) = {h(t1, . . . , tk, C, tk+1, . . . , tn) | C ∈ L(C),

pt1, . . . , tkq ∈ L(T1), ptk+1, . . . , tnq ∈ L(T2)}, h ∈ VFun ∪ F .

L(C(C)) = {C(C) | C ∈ L(C)}.
L(C1.C2) = {C1[C2] | C1 ∈ L(C1), C2 ∈ L(C2)}.

L(C1 + C2) = L(C1) ∪ L(C2).

L(C?) =
⋃

n≥0

L(C)n,

where L(C)0 = {◦} and L(C)n+1 = {C1[C2] | C1 ∈ L(C)n, C2 ∈ L(C)}.
Example 2. Let T be f(C(◦), x∗, b)?. Then

L(T) = {◦, f(C(◦), b), f(C(◦), x, b), . . . , f(C(◦), x, . . . , x, b), . . . ,

f(C(f(C(◦), b)), b), f(C(f(C(◦), b)), x, b), . . .}.
Variables behave like function symbols when languages are generated from reg-
ular expressions.

Note that a regular context expression C can not be applied to another regular
expression unless C is a pure context. The following example demonstrates this:

Example 3. The expressions f(◦)?(a) and f(a)∗ generate different languages:

L(f(◦)?(a)) ={a, f(a), f(f(a)), . . .}
L(f(a)∗) ={pq, f(a), pf(a), f(a)q, . . .}.



We write L(T)1 for L(T) \ {pq}, L(C)1 for L(C) \ {◦}, L(T)0 = L(T) and L(C)0 =
L(C). Membership atoms are atoms of the form Ts in T or Cv in C, where Ts is
a finite, possibly empty, sequence of terms, and Cv is either a context or a con-
text variable. Membership constraints are finite multisets of pairs {(ma1, f1), . . . ,
(man, fn)} where ma’s are a membership atoms and f’s are flags that are boolean
expressions (with the possible values 0 or 1). Sometimes, slightly abusing the
notation, we also refer to pairs (ma, f) as membership constraints. The intu-
ition behind (Ts in T, f) is that Ts ∈ L(T)f.4 Similarly, the intuition behind
(Cv in C, g) is that Cv ∈ L(C)g. It will be needed later to guarantee the ter-
mination of the algorithm. A membership constraint is called well-moded if it
can be ordered as {(v1 in E1, f1), . . . , (vn in En, fn)} where v’s are sequence or
context variables (called constrained variables), and E’s are regular expressions
such that vi /∈ vars(Ej) for 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n.

A regular well-moded context sequence constraint (Rwcs constraint in short)
is a finite multiset

{s1 ≈? t1, . . . , sn ≈? tn, (x1 in T1, f1), . . . , (xm in Tm, fm),

(C1 in C1, g1), . . . , (Ck in Ck, gk)},

where {s1 ≈? t1, . . . , sn ≈? tn} is a well-moded Csu problem, {(x1 in T1, f1),
. . . , (xm in Tm, fm), (C1 in C1, g1), . . . , (Ck in Ck, gk)} is a well-moded member-
ship constraint, and the flag for each constrained variable that does not occur
in the equations is 0. We use Γ and ∆ to denote Rwcs constraints. A sub-
stitution σ is called a solution for such a constraint if siσ = tiσ, fjσ ∈ {0, 1},
glσ ∈ {0, 1}, xjσ ∈ L(Tjσ)fjσ, and Clσ ∈ L(Clσ)glσ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m,
and 1 ≤ l ≤ k. We denote the solution set of Γ with sol(Γ ) and say that Γ is
satisfiable if sol(Γ ) 6= ∅.

We say that a variable is equational in an Rwcs constraint Γ if it occurs in the
equational part of Γ . It is potentially equational in Γ if it occurs in a membership
constraint of Γ that constrains an equational or a potentially equational variable.
Otherwise a variable occurring in Γ is nonequational in Γ . We denote the sets of
equational, potentially equational, and nonequational variables of Γ respectively
with eqv(Γ ), peqv(Γ ), and neqv(Γ ).

In the rest of the paper we will use the symbol ¿ for ≈? to underline that
matching techniques will be applied to solve equations.

4 The Framework

Our goal is to develop an algorithm to solve Rwcs constraints. It turns out
that constrained variable occurrences have a crucial influence on the type and
decidability of Rwcs constraints. We will consider two properties that character-
ize the constraints: Dcv (all constrained variables are distinct) and Ecv (each
constrained variable occurs in equations, i.e. is equational).
4 Note that (Ts in T∗, 1) does not have the same meaning as (Ts in pT, T∗q, 0): Just

take a∗ as T.



First, we describe a general rule-based solving framework and then show how
the algorithm behaves on constraints for which Dcv, Ecv, or their combinations
hold. The most general case is when a Rwcs constraint is not restricted with the
properties Dcv and Ecv. However, decidability of such constraints depends on
decidability of context unification: If C1 and C2 are two contexts that contain
context variables and s is a term that does not contain a context variable C,
then to decide whether the constraint {s ¿ t, (C in C1, 0), (C in C2, 0)} is
solvable, we need to decide whether a context equation C1 ≈? C2 has a solution.
Decidability of context unification is an open problem [30]. Hence decidability
of the following problem is open:

Given two regular contexts C1 and C2, find a substitution σ such that the
intersection of two regular tree languages L(C1σ) ∩ L(C2σ) is not empty.

In order to avoid context unification problems, we require Rwcs constraints to
satisfy a weaker form of Ecv: Every variable that is constrained with more than
one membership constraint should be an equational variable.

As we will see, weak Ecv is indeed enough to have decidable finitary Rwcs
constraint solving. In the rest of the paper we assume that Rwcs constraints
satisfy weak Ecv and do not mention this explicitly.

Now we present the inference system for our framework. It consists of five
groups of rules presented below. Rules operate on systems. A system is either
the symbol ⊥ (failure) or a pair Γ ; σ, where Γ is a Rwcs constraint and σ is a
substitution. The indices n and m are non-negative unless otherwise stated.

The first group of rules does not affect membership constraints. It is denoted
by Req and consists of the following 11 rules:

T: Trivial

{t ¿ t} ∪ Γ ; σ =⇒ Γ ; σ.

IVE: Individual Variable Elimination

{x ¿ t} ∪ Γ ; σ =⇒ Γϑ; σϑ, where ϑ = {x 7→ t}.

FVE: Function Variable Elimination

{F (s1, . . . , sn) ¿ f(t1, . . . , tm)} ∪ Γ ; σ
=⇒ {f(s1ϑ, . . . , snϑ) ¿ f(t1, . . . , tm)} ∪ Γϑ; σϑ, where ϑ = {F 7→ f}.

PD: Partial Decomposition

{f(s1, . . . , sn) ¿ f(t1, . . . , tm)} ∪ Γ ; σ
=⇒ {s1 ¿ t1, . . . , sk−1 ¿ tk−1, f(sk, . . . , sn) ¿ f(tk, . . . , tm)} ∪ Γ ; σ,

if f(s1, . . . , sn) 6= f(t1, . . . , tm), sk ∈ VSeq for some 1 < k ≤ min(n, m)+1, and si /∈ VSeq

for all 1 ≤ i < k.

TD: Total Decomposition

{f(s1, . . . , sn) ¿ f(t1, . . . , tn)} ∪ Γ ; σ =⇒ {s1 ¿ t1, . . . , sn ¿ tn} ∪ Γ ; σ,

if f(s1, . . . , sn) 6= f(t1, . . . , tn) and si /∈ VSeq for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.



SVD: Sequence Variable Deletion

{f(x, s1, . . . , sn) ¿ t} ∪ Γ ; σ =⇒ {f(s1ϑ, . . . , snϑ) ¿ t} ∪ Γϑ; σϑ,

where ϑ = {x 7→ pq} and x is not constrained in Γ .

W: Widening

{f(x, s1, . . . , sn) ¿ f(t, t1, . . . , tm)} ∪ Γ ; σ
=⇒ {f(x, s1ϑ, . . . , snϑ) ¿ f(t1, . . . , tm)} ∪ Γϑ; σϑ,

where ϑ = {x 7→ pt, xq} and x is not constrained in Γ .

CVD: Context Variable Deletion

{C(s) ¿ t} ∪ Γ ; σ =⇒ {sϑ ¿ t} ∪ Γϑ; σϑ,

where ϑ = {C 7→ ◦} and C is not constrained in Γ .

D: Deepening

{C(s) ¿ f(t1, . . . , tm)} ∪ Γ ; σ =⇒ {C(sϑ) ¿ tj} ∪ Γϑ; σϑ,

where m > 0, ϑ = {C 7→ f(t1, . . . , tj−1, C(◦), tj+1, . . . , tm)} for some 1 ≤ j ≤ m, and
C is not constrained in Γ .

SC: Symbol Clash

{f(s1, . . . , sn) ¿ g(t1, . . . , tm)} ∪ Γ ; σ =⇒ ⊥, if f /∈ VCon ∪ VFun and f 6= g.

AD: Arity Disagreement

{f(s1, . . . , sn) ¿ f(t1, . . . , tm)} ∪ Γ ; σ =⇒ ⊥,

if m 6= n and si /∈ VSeq for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, or m = 0 and si /∈ VSeq for some 1 < i ≤ n.

The second group, the Rrt, consists of 9 rules that transform equations coupled
with constraints for regular terms, where the first argument of the left hand
side of the selected equation is a sequence variable constrained by a single mem-
bership constraint. The symbol TrivialSeq in the rules satisfies the equalities
TrivialSeq(pq) = 1 and TrivialSeq(pr1, . . . , rnq) = 0 if r’s contain at least
one symbol different from sequence variables.

ESRET: Empty Sequence as a Regular Term Expression

{f(x, s1, . . . , sn) ¿ t, (x in pq, f)} ∪ Γ ; σ

=⇒
� {f(x, s1, . . . , sn)ϑ ¿ t} ∪ Γϑ; σϑ, with ϑ = {x 7→ pq} if f = 0,
⊥ if f = 1,

where x is not constrained in Γ .

TRET: Term as a Regular Term Expression

{f(x, s1, . . . , sn) ¿ t, (x in s, f)} ∪ Γ ; σ =⇒ {f(x, s1, . . . , sn)ϑ ¿ t} ∪ Γϑ; σϑ,

where ϑ = {x 7→ s}, s /∈ VSeq, and x is not constrained in Γ .

SVRET: Sequence Variable as a Regular Term Expression

{f(x, s1, . . . , sn) ¿ t, (x in y, f)} ∪ Γ ; σ =⇒ {f(x, s1, . . . , sn)ϑ ¿ t} ∪ Γ ′ϑ; σϑ,

where if f = 0 then ϑ = {x 7→ y} and Γ ′ = Γ . If f = 1 and y is not constrained in Γ
then ϑ = {x 7→ pz, zq, y 7→ pz, zq} where z and z are fresh, and Γ ′ = Γ . If f = 1 and
y is constrained in Γ then ϑ = {x 7→ y} and Γ ′ is obtained from Γ by replacing each
(y, T, g) with (y, T, 1). The variable x is not constrained in Γ .



SVA1: Sequence Variable Abstraction 1

{f(x, s1, . . . , sn) ¿ t, (x in T, f)} ∪ Γ ; σ
=⇒ {f(x, s1, . . . , sn) ¿ t, (x in T′, f), (y in T′′, 0)} ∪ Γ ; σ,

where T′′ occurs in T as a proper r-subterm whose no proper superterm is an r-term
and no proper supercontext is an r-context, and T′ is obtained from T by replacing the
occurrence of T′′ with a fresh sequence variable y. x is not constrained in Γ .

CVA1: Context Variable Abstraction 1

{f(x, s1, . . . , sn) ¿ t, (x in T, f)} ∪ Γ ; σ
=⇒ {f(x, s1, . . . , sn) ¿ t, (x in T′, f), (C in C, 0)} ∪ Γ ; σ,

where C occurs in T as an r-subcontext whose no proper supercontext is an r-context
and no proper superterm is an r-term, and T′ is obtained from T by replacing the
occurrence of C with a fresh context variable C. x is not constrained in Γ .

ChRET: Choice as a Regular Term Expression

{f(x, s1, . . . , sn) ¿ t, (x in T1|T2, f)} ∪ Γ ; σ
=⇒ {f(x, s1, . . . , sn) ¿ t, (x in Ti, f)} ∪ Γ ; σ, for i = 1, 2.

x is not constrained in Γ .

CRET: Concatenation as a Regular Term Expression

{f(x, s1, . . . , sn) ¿ t, (x in pT1, T2q, f1)} ∪ Γ ; σ
=⇒ {f(x, s1, . . . , sn)ϑ ¿ t, (y1 in T1, 0), (y2 in T2, f2)} ∪ Γϑ; σϑ,

where y1 and y2 are fresh variables, ϑ = {x 7→ py1, y2q}, and f2 is computed as
follows: If f1 = 0 then f2 = 0. If f1 = 1 then f2 = TrivialSeq(y1). The variable x is
not constrained in Γ .

RRET1: Repetition as a Regular Term Expression 1

{f(x, s1, . . . , sn) ¿ t, (x in T∗, 0)} ∪ Γ ; σ =⇒ {f(x, s1, . . . , sn)ϑ ¿ t} ∪ Γϑ; σϑ,

where ϑ = {x 7→ pq} and x is not constrained in Γ .

RRET2: Repetition as a Regular Term Expression 2

{f(x, s1, . . . , sn) ¿ t, (x in T∗, f)} ∪ Γ ; σ
=⇒ {f(x, s1, . . . , sn)ϑ ¿ t, (y in T, 1), (x in T∗, 0)} ∪ Γϑ; σϑ,

where y is a fresh variable, x is not constrained in Γ , and ϑ = {x 7→ py, xq}.

The third group of rules operates on equations and constraints on regular con-
texts. The top context variable of the left hand side of the selected equation is
constrained by a single membership constraint. This group is denoted by Rrc.
The symbol TrivialCtx in the rules satisfies the equalities TrivialCtx(◦) = 0
and TrivialCtx(C) = 1 if the context C contains at least one symbol different
from context variables and the hole constant. There are the following 10 rules
in this group:

HREC: Hole as a Regular Context Expression

{C(s) ¿ t, (C in ◦, g)} ∪ Γ ; σ

=⇒
� {C(s)ϑ ¿ t} ∪ Γϑ; σϑ, with ϑ = {C 7→ ◦} if g = 0,
⊥ if g = 1.

where C is not constrained in Γ .



CxREC1: Context as a Regular Context Expression 1

{C(s) ¿ t, (C in C, g)} ∪ Γ ; σ =⇒ {C(s)ϑ ¿ t} ∪ Γϑ; σϑ,

where ϑ = {C 7→ C}, C 6= ◦, and head(C) /∈ VCon. The variable C is not constrained
in Γ .

CxREC2: Context as a Regular Context Expression 2

{C(s) ¿ t, (C in D(C), g)} ∪ Γ ; σ =⇒ {C(s) ¿ t, (C in D(◦).C, g)} ∪ Γ ; σ,

where C 6= ◦. The variable C is not constrained in Γ .

CVREC: Context Variable in a Regular Context Expression

{C(s) ¿ t, (C in D(◦), g)} ∪ Γ ; σ =⇒ {C(s)ϑ ¿ t} ∪ Γ ′ϑ; σϑ,

where if g = 0 then ϑ = {C 7→ D(◦)} and Γ ′ = Γ . If g = 1 and D is not constrained in
Γ then ϑ = {C 7→ F (x, E(◦), y), D 7→ F (x, E(◦), y)} where F, x, E, and y are fresh, and
Γ ′ = Γ . If g = 1 and D is constrained in Γ then ϑ = {C 7→ D(◦)} and Γ ′ is obtained
from Γ by replacing each (D, C, f) with (D, C, 1). The variable C is not constrained
in Γ .

SVA2: Sequence Variable Abstraction 2

{C(s) ¿ t, (C in C, g)} ∪ Γ ; σ =⇒ {C(s) ¿ t, (C in C′, g), (x in T, 0)} ∪ Γ ; σ,

where T occurs in C as an r-subterm whose no proper superterm is an r-term and
no proper supercontext is an r-cintext, and C′ is obtained from C by replacing the
occurrence of T with a fresh sequence variable x. The variable C is not constrained
in Γ .

CVA2: Context Variable Abstraction 2

{C(s) ¿ t, (C in C, g)}∪Γ ; σ =⇒ {C(s) ¿ t, (C in C′, g), (D in C′′, 0)}∪Γ ; σ,

where C′′ occurs in C as an r-subcontext whose no proper supercontext is an r-context
and no proper superterm is an r-term, and C′ is obtained from C by replacing the
occurrence of C′′ with a fresh context variable D. The variable C is not constrained
in Γ .

ChREC: Choice as a Regular Context Expression

{C(s) ¿ t, (C in C1 + C2, g)} ∪ Γ ; σ =⇒ {C(s) ¿ t, (C in Ci, g)} ∪ Γ ; σ,

for i = 1, 2. The variable C is not constrained in Γ .

CREC: Concatenation as a Regular Context Expression

{C(s) ¿ t, (C in C1.C2, g1)} ∪ Γ ; σ
=⇒ {C(s)ϑ ¿ t, (D1 in C1, 0), (D2 in C2, g2)} ∪ Γϑ; σϑ,

where D1 and D2 are fresh variables, ϑ = {C 7→ D1(D2(◦))}, and g2 is computed as
follows: If g1 = 0 then g2 = 0. If g1 = 1 then g2 = TrivialCtx(D1). The variable C is
not constrained in Γ .

RREC1: Repetition as a Regular Context Expression 1

{C(s) ¿ t, (C in C?, 0)} ∪ Γ ; σ =⇒ {C(s)ϑ ¿ t} ∪ Γϑ; σϑ,

where ϑ = {C 7→ ◦}. The variable C is not constrained in Γ .



RREC2: Repetition as a Regular Context Expression 2

{C(s) ¿ t, (C in C?, g)} ∪ Γ ; σ
=⇒ {C(s)ϑ ¿ t, (D in C, 1), (C in C?, 0)} ∪ Γϑ; σϑ,

where D is a fresh variable, C is not constrained in Γ , and ϑ = {C 7→ D(C(◦))}.

In the fourth group we have only two rules. They deal with the cases when a
variable is constrained by more than one membership constraint. This group is
denoted by Rint, underlining the fact that they are related with the intersection
of regular languages:

IRET: Intersection of Regular Terms

{f(x, s1, . . . , sn) ¿ t, (x in T1, f1), (x in T2, f2)} ∪ Γ ; σ
=⇒ {f(x, s1, . . . , sn) ¿ t, (x in T1, f1), f(y) ¿ f(x), (y in T2, f2)} ∪ Γ ; σ,

where y is a fresh variable.

IREC: Intersection of Regular Contexts

{C(s) ¿ t, (C in C1, g1), (C in C2, g2)} ∪ Γ ; σ
=⇒ {C(s) ¿ t, (C in C1, g1), D(a) ¿ C(a), (D in C2, g2)} ∪ Γ ; σ,

where D is a fresh variable and a is a fresh constant.

The fifth group, Rsat, consists of a single rule:

SAT: Satisfiability

Γ ; σ =⇒ ∅; σ,

where Γ is a well-moded membership constraint, with all flags 0.

We denote by R the set Req ∪Rrt ∪Rrc ∪Rint ∪Rsat.

Lemma 1. Every rule in R preserves well-modedness.

Proof. Let Γ = {s1 ¿ t1, . . . , sn ¿ tn, (v1 in E1, f1), . . . , (vm in Em, fm)} be a
Rwcs constraint such that t1 is ground, vars(tj) ⊆

⋃j−1
i=1 vars(si) for 1 < j ≤ n

and vi /∈ vars(Ej) for 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ m. If there are several equations the ground
right hand side we assume that a transformation rule selects always the first one
in the given ordering which is the leftmost one.

It is easy to observe that the rules from Req preserve well-modedness: They
either eliminate variables, or keep the set of variables and their occurrences in
terms unchanged.

The rules from Rrt and Rrc either eliminate a variable with a term or a term
sequence that does not contain this variable, or replace a regular expression with
a fresh variable, or does not change the variable set and the right hand sides of
equations at all. It implies that well-modedness is not violated. Just note that in
the case of RRET and RREC rules the constraints for fresh variables y and D will
come immediately after the constraints for old variables x and C in the ordering
that verifies well-modedness.

In the intersection rules the new equalities f(y) ¿ f(x) and D(a) ¿ C(a)
should be immediately after the old ones, f(x, s1, . . . , sn) ¿ t and C(s) ¿ t
respectively, in the ordering for well-modedness. ut



It is obvious that each rule in R preserves the weak Ecv property. We as-
sume that from the beginning the flag for each constrained equational vari-
able is set either to 0 or 1. It guarantees that at each step the flag of a se-
lected membership constraint is 0 or 1. We call the substitutions computed
at transformation steps (the ϑ’s in the rules in R) the local substitutions. We
may write Γ1; σ1 =⇒R,ϑ Γ2; σ2 to indicate that the system Γ1; σ1 was trans-
formed into Γ2; σ2 by applying the rule R ∈ R with the local substitution ϑ.
A derivation is a sequence Γ1; σ1 =⇒R1,ϑ1 Γ2;σ2 =⇒R2,ϑ2 · · · of system trans-
formations. Some of the subscripts will be omitted if they are not relevant.
We will sometimes use the abbreviation Γ1; σ1 =⇒+

ϑ Γn; σn for the derivation
Γ1; σ1 =⇒ϑ1 Γ2; σ2 =⇒ϑ2 · · · =⇒ϑn−1 Γn;σn, where ϑ = ϑ1 · · ·ϑn−1.

Definition 1. A constraint solving algorithm C is any program that takes a
system Γ ; ε as input, where Γ is a Rwcs constraint, and uses the rules in R to
generate a complete tree of derivations in the following way:

1. The root of the tree is labeled with Γ ; ε.
2. Each branch of the tree is a derivation. The nodes in the tree are systems.
3. Each rule selects an equation with the ground right hand side.5

4. If several rules, or different instances of the same rule are applicable to a
node, they are applied concurrently. No rules are applicable to the leaves.

The leaves of a tree are labeled either with systems of the form ∅; σ or with⊥. The
branches that end with ∅; σ are successful branches, and those that end with ⊥
are failed branches. A substitution σ is called an answer of Γ computed by C,
or just a computed answer of Γ if ∅;σ is a successful branch of the solving tree
for Γ . We denote by CAC(Γ ) the set of answers of Γ computed by C. Mostly
we will be interested in the set CAC(Γ )|vars(Γ ): the restriction of CAC(Γ ) to
vars(Γ ).

The following lemma immediately follows from the construction of C:

Lemma 2. Let Γ be a Rwcs problem. Then for every σ ∈ CAC(Γ )

1. vσ is ground for every v ∈ eqv(Γ ).
2. v /∈ dom(σ) for every v ∈ neqv(Γ ).

If a potentially equational variable occurs in the domain of a computed answer
then its image is also ground. For instance, the constraint Γ = {f(x, y) ¿
f(g(a), a), (x in g(z)∗, 0), (z in y, 0)}, where z ∈ peqv(Γ ), has a solution {x 7→
pq, y 7→ pg(a), a)q} that leaves z unchanged, and has another solution {x 7→
g(a), y 7→ a, z 7→ a} which maps z to the ground term a.

The flags prevent looping for the cases when regular expressions accept the
empty sequence or hole under star. (See also [17].)

5 Well-modedness guarantees that such an equation exists and that, in fact, the algo-
rithm can use only matching.



Example 4. Consider a derivation of {f(x) ¿ f(b, a), (x in (a∗|b∗)∗, 0)}:

{f(x) ¿ f(b, a), (x in (a∗|b∗)∗, 0)}; ε
=⇒ {f(y, x) ¿ f(b, a), (y in (a∗|b∗), 1), (x in (a∗|b∗)∗, 0)}; {x 7→ py, xq}
=⇒ {f(y, x) ¿ f(b, a), (y in a∗, 1), (x in (a∗|b∗)∗, 0)}; {x 7→ py, xq}.

If we did not have flags, in particular, the flag 1 for y, here we could replace y
with pq by the RRET1 rule, obtain the initial problem and, hence, a loop. But
the flag 1 prevents this, and the derivation continues with the RRET2 rule:

=⇒ {f(z, y, x) ¿ f(b, a), (z in a, 1), (y in a∗, 0), (x in (a∗|b∗)∗, 0)};
{x 7→ pz, y, xq, y 7→ pz, yq}

=⇒ {f(a, y, x) ¿ f(b, a), (y in a∗, 0), (x in (a∗|b∗)∗, 0)};
{x 7→ pa, y, xq, y 7→ pa, yq, z 7→ a}

=⇒ {a ¿ b, f(y, x) ¿ f(a), (y in a∗, 0), (x in (a∗|b∗)∗, 0)};
{x 7→ pa, y, xq, y 7→ pa, yq, z 7→ a}

=⇒ ⊥.

4.1 Examples

Table 1 shows a successful derivation for the system {C(x) ¿ f(a), D(E(x)) ¿
C(g(x)), (D in C(◦).g(◦), 0)}; ε. Table 2 shows a successful derivation for
{C(F (y)) ¿ f(b, g(f(a))), G(x) ¿ F (y), (x in f(◦)?(a), 0), (x in f(z)∗, 0),
(u in f(w∗), 0)}; ε where some simple steps are contracted. Selected equations
and membership constraints are framed.

4.2 Soundness of C

Lemma 3. If Γ1;σ1 =⇒ϑ Γ2;σ2 by a rule in R \Rsat and ϕ is a solution of Γ2

then ϑϕ is a solution of Γ1.

Proof. For IREC We have

Γ1 ={C(s) ¿ t, (C in C1, g1), (C in C2, g2)} ∪∆, ϑ = ε,

Γ2 ={C(s) ¿ t, (C in C1, g1), D(a) ¿ C(a), (D in C2, g2)} ∪∆,

where D is a fresh variable and a is a fresh constant. Assume ϕ is a solution
of Γ2. Then C(s)ϕ = t, Cϕ ∈ L(C1ϕ)g1ϕ, D(a)ϕ = C(a)ϕ, and Dϕ = L(C2ϕ)g2ϕ.
Since a is a fresh constant, D(a)ϕ = C(a)ϕ implies that Dϕ = Cϕ and, hence,
Cϕ = L(C2ϕ)g2ϕ. Therefore, ϕ = ϑϕ is a solution of Γ1.

For IRET the lemma can be proved in a similar way. For the variable ab-
straction rules the it immediately follows from the definition of solution and the
definitions of languages generated by regular terms and regular contexts. For the
other rules in R \Rsat the lemma follows from Lemma 1 in [21]. ut



{ C(x) ¿ f(a) , D(E(x)) ¿ C(g(x)), (D in C(◦).g(◦), 0)}; ε

=⇒ { x ¿ a , D(E(x)) ¿ f(g(x)), (D in f(◦).g(◦), 0)}; {C 7→ f(◦)}

=⇒ { D(E(a)) ¿ f(g(a)) , (D in f(◦).g(◦), 0) }; {C 7→ f(◦), x 7→ a}

=⇒ { D1(D2(E(a))) ¿ f(g(a)) , (D1 in f(◦), 0) , (D2 in g(◦), 0)};
{C 7→ f(◦), x 7→ a, D 7→ D1(D2(◦))}

=⇒ { f(D2(E(a))) ¿ f(g(a)) , (D2 in g(◦), 0)};
{C 7→ f(◦), x 7→ a, D 7→ f(D2(◦)), D1 7→ f(◦)}

=⇒ { D2(E(a)) ¿ g(a) , (D2 in g(◦), 0) };
{C 7→ f(◦), x 7→ a, D 7→ f(D2(◦)), D1 7→ f(◦)}

=⇒ { g(E(a)) ¿ g(a) };
{C 7→ f(◦), x 7→ a, D 7→ f(g(◦)), D1 7→ f(◦), D2 7→ g(◦)}

=⇒ { E(a) ¿ a };
{C 7→ f(◦), x 7→ a, D 7→ f(g(◦)), D1 7→ f(◦), D2 7→ g(◦)}

=⇒ { a ¿ a };
{C 7→ f(◦), x 7→ a, D 7→ f(g(◦)), D1 7→ f(◦), D2 7→ g(◦), E 7→ ◦}

=⇒ ∅; {C 7→ f(◦), x 7→ a, D 7→ f(g(◦)), D1 7→ f(◦), D2 7→ g(◦), E 7→ ◦}

Table 1. A successful derivation of the system {C(x) ¿ f(a), D(E(x)) ¿ C(g(x)),
(D in C(◦).g(◦), 0)}; ε.

Corollary 1. If Γ1;σ1 =⇒+
ϑ Γ2; σ2 in R \Rsat and ϕ is a solution for Γ2, then

ϑϕ is a solution for Γ1.

Proof. By induction on the length of the derivation. ut
Theorem 1 (Soundness of C). Let Γ be a Rwcs constraint and σ ∈ CAC(Γ ).
Then there exists a solution ϑ ∈ sol(Γ ) such that σ ≤· ϑ.

Proof. Let Γ ; ε =⇒+
σ ∅; σ be a derivation that corresponds to σ ∈ CAC(Γ ). First

assume that Rsat is not used in this derivation. Since ε is a solution of ∅, by
Corollary 1, εσ = σ is a solution of Γ . If Rsat is used, the derivation has a form
Γ ; ε =⇒+

σ ∆; σ =⇒SAT ∅; σ. By Corollary 1, if ϕ is a solution of ∆ then σϕ is a
solution of Γ . It remains to show that such a ϕ exists. Since ∆ is well-moded and
constrains variables maximum once, there exists (v in E, 0) ∈ ∆ such that E does
not contain any constrained variables. Since L(E)0 is nonempty, take an arbitrary
element e ∈ L(E)0 and define ϕ1 = {v 7→ e}. The constraint (∆ \ {v in E, 0})ϕ1

has all the properties of ∆, therefore we can construct ϕ2 in the similar way, and



{ C(F (y)) ¿ f(b, g(f(a))) , G(x) ¿ F (y), (x in f(◦)?(a), 0), (x in f(z)∗, 0),

(u in f(z∗), 0)}; ε
=⇒ { F (y) ¿ g(f(a)) , G(x) ¿ F (y), (x in f(◦)?(a), 0), (x in f(z)∗, 0),

(u in f(z∗), 0)}; {C 7→ f(b, ◦)}
=⇒ · · · =⇒ { G(x) ¿ g(f(a)) , (x in f(◦)?(a), 0), (x in f(z)∗, 0),

(u in f(z∗), 0)}; {C 7→ f(b, ◦), F 7→ g, y 7→ f(a)}
=⇒ · · · =⇒ { g(x) ¿ g(f(a)) , (x in f(◦)?(a), 0) , g(w) ¿ g(x), (w in f(z)∗, 0),

(u in f(z∗), 0)}; {C 7→ f(b, ◦), F 7→ g, y 7→ f(a), G 7→ g}
=⇒ { g(x) ¿ g(f(a)) , (x in D(a), 0) , (D in f(◦)?, 0), g(w) ¿ g(x),

(w in f(z)∗, 0), (u in f(z∗), 0)}; {C 7→ f(b, ◦), F 7→ g, y 7→ f(a), G 7→ g}
=⇒ · · · =⇒ { D(a) ¿ f(a) , (D in f(◦)?, 0) , g(w) ¿ g(D(a)), (w in f(z)∗, 0),

(u in f(z∗), 0)}; {C 7→ f(b, ◦), F 7→ g, y 7→ f(a), G 7→ g, x 7→ D(a)}
=⇒ · · · =⇒ { g(w) ¿ g(f(a)) , (w in f(z)∗, 0) , (u in f(z∗), 0)};

{C 7→ f(b, ◦), F 7→ g, y 7→ f(a), G 7→ g, x 7→ f(a), D1 7→ f(◦), D 7→ f(◦)}
=⇒ · · · =⇒ { (u in f(a∗), 0) }; {C 7→ f(b, ◦), F 7→ g, y 7→ f(a), G 7→ g, x 7→ f(a),

D1 7→ f(◦), D 7→ f(◦), w1 7→ f(a), w 7→ f(a), z 7→ a}
=⇒ ∅; {C 7→ f(b, ◦), F 7→ g, y 7→ f(a), G 7→ g, x 7→ f(a),

D1 7→ f(◦), D 7→ f(◦), w1 7→ f(a), w 7→ f(a), z 7→ a}.

Table 2. A successful derivation for {C(F (y)) ¿ f(b, g(f(a))), G(x) ¿ F (y),
(x in f(◦)?(a), 0), (x in f(z)∗, 0), (u in f(z∗), 0)}; ε.

so on. This process ends after n steps, where n is the number of elements in ∆.
The substitution ϕ = ϕ1 · · ·ϕn is a solution of ∆. ut

4.3 Termination of C

Proving termination requires to define a complexity measure for Rwcs con-
straints. First we need to introduce auxiliary notions.

The size of a pure term t, denoted tsize(t), is defined as the number of
symbols in t if t is ground, and ∞ if t contains variables. It is assumed that
∞ > n for any nonnegative integer n.



The regular size of a regular expression E, denoted rsize(E), is 1 + r1 + r2 +
r3 + r4, where r1 is the number of occurrences of regular operators6 in E, r2 is
the number of context variable applications of the form C(C) where C 6= ◦, r3

is the number of context applications of the form C(E′) where C is an r-context,
and r4 = 1 if head(E) ∈ VFun ∪ F and is 0 otherwise.

Example 5. Regular sizes of some regular expressions:

rsize(a | pq) = 2
rsize(a | f(b)∗) = 3

rsize(pa, b, cq | f(b)∗) = 5
rsize(pa, b, cq | f(a, b)∗) = 5

rsize(pa, b, cq | f(pa, bq∗)) = 7

rsize(p(C(D(E(◦))).f(x, ◦))(a), f(pa, bq∗)q) = 9

The regular size of a regular expression E with respect to a membership con-
straint M , denoted regsize(E, M), is defined as the multiset union regsize(E,M) =
{rsize(E)} .∪ R, where R is itself a multiset union of all regsize(E1,M)’s such that
(v in E1, f) ∈ M and v ∈ vars(E).

Example 6. Let E be a regular expression that is the application of a regular con-
text expression on a regular term expression: f(x, x∗, ◦)?.g(D(◦)) (f(x, g(C(a),
C(f(x)), f(y)), y)). Let M be a membership constraint of the form {(x in y, 0),
(x in f(a∗), 1), (C in D(◦)?.f(a, ◦), 1), (C in f(y∗, ◦)?, 1), (y in pa, b∗q, 1)}.
Then rsize(E) = 7 and regsize(E,M) = {7, 1, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3} obtained as follows:

regsize(E,M) = {rsize(E)} .∪ regsize(y, M)
.∪ regsize(f(a∗),M)

.∪ regsize(D(◦)?.f(a, ◦),M)
.∪ regsize(f(y∗, ◦)?, M)

.∪ regsize(pa, b∗q,M)

= {7} .∪ {1, 3} .∪ {3} .∪ {3} .∪ {3, 3} .∪ {3}
= {7, 1, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3}.

A position is a sequence of positive integers. For a term t and a position p,
symb(t, p) denotes the symbol of t at position p: symb(t, pq) = t if t ∈ VInd∪VSeq,
symb(t, pq) = head(t) if t /∈ VInd ∪ VSeq, symb(h(t1, . . . , tn), pi, i1, . . . , imq) =
symb(ti, pi1, . . . , imq) if 1 ≤ i ≤ n and h ∈ F ∪VFun∪VCon (n = 1 for h ∈ VCon).
In all other cases symb(t, p) is undefined. Positions are ordered with the order-
ing Â that is a lexicographic extension of the standard ordering > on positive
integers. Moreover, we assume to have a constant ∞ such that ∞ Â p for any
position p.

6 We do not count occurrences of the comma “,” between E’s in the expressions of the
form h(E1, . . . , En), where h ∈ VFun ∪F , and assume that no Ei is a concatenation of
sequences.



Let t be a pure term and M be a membership constraint. A position p in t
is called a nonzero-constrained position in t with respect to M if symb(t, p) is
a variable constrained by M such that for all (symb(t, p) in E, e) ∈ M the
flag e 6= 0. The minimal element (with respect to Â) of the set of all nonzero-
constrained positions in t with respect to M is denoted by minÂ(t, M). If this
set is empty then minÂ(t,M) = ∞.

Example 7. Let t be a term f(x, u, w, g(D(a), C(f(x)), f(y)), y).

1. minÂ(t,M) = 3 where

M = {(x in y, 0), (x in f(a)∗, 1), (u in f(a)∗, 0),

(w in C(a), TrivialSeq(u)), (C in D(◦)?.f(a, ◦), 1),

(C in f(y∗, ◦)?, 1), (y in pa, b∗q, 1)}.

2. minÂ(t,M) = p4, 2q where

M = {(x in y, 0), (x in f(a)∗, 1), (u in f(a)∗, 0), (w in C(a), 0),

(C in D(◦)?.f(a, ◦), 1), (C in f(y∗, ◦)?, 1), (y in pa, b∗q, 1)}.

3. minÂ(t,M) = p4, 3, 1q where

M = {(x in y, 0), (x in f(a)∗, 1), (u in f(a)∗, 0), (w in C(a), 0),

(C in D(◦)?.f(a, ◦), 0), (C in f(y∗, ◦)?, 1), (y in pa, b∗q, 1)}.

The constrained variable prefix of a term t with respect to a membership con-
straint M , denoted cvp(t,M), is the multiset of all regsize(Ev,M)’s such that v
is a constrained variable occurring in a position p ¹ minÂ(t,M), Ev = v if v is
a sequence variable, and Ev = v(◦) if v is a context variable.

Example 8. Let t be a term f(x, u, w, g(D(a), C(f(x)), f(y)), y).

1. cvp(t, M) = {regsize(x,M), regsize(u,M), regsize(w, M)} = {{1, 1, 3, 3}, {1,
2}, {1, 2, 3, 3, 3}} where

M = {(x in y, 0), (x in f(a∗), 1), (u in f(a)∗, 0),

(w in C(a), TrivialSeq(u)), (C in D(◦)?.f(a, ◦), 1),

(C in f(y∗, ◦)?, 1), (y in pa, b∗q, 1)}.

2. cvp(t, M) = {regsize(x,M), regsize(u,M)} = {{1, 1, 3, 3}, {1, 1}} where

M = {(x in y, 0), (x in f(a∗), 1), (u in f(a), 1), (v in f(a)∗, 0),

(w in C(a), TrivialSeq(u)), (C in D(◦)?.f(a, ◦), 1),

(C in f(y∗, ◦)?, 1), (y in pa, b∗q, 1)}.



3. cvp(t, M) = {regsize(x,M), regsize(u,M), regsize(w,M), regsize(C(◦),M)}
= {{1, 1, 3, 3}, {1, 2}, {1, 2, 3, 3, 3}, {1, 3, 3, 3}} where

M = {(x in y, 0), (x in f(a∗), 1), (u in f(a)∗, 0), (w in C(a), 0),

(C in D(◦)?.f(a, ◦), 1), (C in f(y∗, ◦)?, 1), (y in pa, b∗q, 1)}.

4. cvp(t, M) = {regsize(x,M), regsize(u,M), regsize(w, M), regsize(C(◦),M),
regsize(x,M), regsize(y,M)} = {{1, 1, 3, 3}, {1, 2}, {1, 2, 3, 3, 3}, {1, 3, 3, 3},
{1, 1, 3, 2}, {1, 3}} where

M = {(x in y, 0), (x in f(a∗, 1), (u in f(a)∗, 0), (w in C(a), 0),

(C in D(◦)?.f(a, ◦), 0), (C in f(y∗, ◦)?, 1), (y in pa, b∗q, 1)}.

With each Rwcs constraint Γ 6= ⊥ we associate a complexity measure, cm(Γ ),
as a tuple 〈n1, n2, n3, n4, n5, n6〉, where n1, n5 and n6 are nonnegative integers,
n2 is a multiset of positive integers and ∞, n3 is a triple of nonnegative integers,
and n4 is a multiset of multisets of positive integers defined as follows:

n1 = the number of variables constrained by more than one membership
constraint.

n2 =
.∪s¿t∈Γ {tsize(t)}.

n3 = 〈m1,m2,m3〉 where
m1 is the number of equations s ¿ t ∈ Γ

such that the head of s is a variable,
m2 is the number of equations s ¿ t ∈ Γ

such that the head of s is a context variable,
m3 is the number of equations s ¿ t ∈ Γ

such that the first argument of s is a sequence variable.

n4 =
.∪s¿t∈Γ cvp(s,M), where M is the membership constraint part of Γ.

n5 = the number of distinct variables in Γ.

n6 = the number of constraints of the form (C in D(C), g), C 6= ◦ in Γ.

For ⊥ we define cm(⊥) = 〈0, {0}〉. The ordering > compares measures lexico-
graphically. Obviously, > is well-founded.

Theorem 2 (Termination of C). C terminates on any input.

Proof. Termination of C follows from the fact that every rule R in R strictly
decreases the complexity measure: If Γ1; σ1 =⇒R Γ2; σ2 then cm(Γ1) > cm(Γ2),
and cm(Γ ) > cm(⊥) for any Γ . Table 4.3 shows which rule in R decreases which
component of the regular complexity measure. ut



Rule n1 n2 n3 n4 n5

T = >
IVE = >
FVE = ≥ = = >
PD = >
TD = >
SVD = ≥ ≥ = >
W = >
CVD = ≥ ≥ = >
D = >
SC ≥ >
AD ≥ >
ESRET, if f = 0 = ≥ ≥ >
ESRET, if f = 1 ≥ >
TRET = ≥ >
SVRET, if f = 0 = = = >
SVRET, if f = 1
y not constrained = = >
y constrained = = = >
SVA1 = = = >
CVA1 = = = >

Rule n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6

ChRET = = = >
CRET = = = >
RRET1 = ≥ ≥ >
RRET2 = = = >
HREC, if g = 0 = ≥ ≥ >
HREC, if g = 1 ≥ >
CxREC1 = ≥ >
CxREC2 = = = = = >
CVREC, if g = 0 = = = >
CVREC, if g = 1

D not constrained = = >

D constrained = = = >
SVA2 = = = >
CVA2 = = = >
ChREC = = = >
CREC = = = >
RREC1 = ≥ ≥ >
RREC2 = = = >
IRET, IREC >
SAT = >

Table 3. Rules in R on the regular complexity measure. The equality sign = means
the component remains unchanged, > means it strictly decreases, and ≥ means it does
not increase.

4.4 Completeness of C

Theorem 3 (Completeness of C). Let Γ be a Rwcs constraint, ϑ be a solu-
tion of Γ , Q = eqv(Γ ), and V = vars(Γ ). Then there exists a computed answer
σ ∈ CAC(Γ ) such that σ|Q = ϑ|Q and σ|V ≤· ϑ|V .

Proof. We use well-founded induction on complexity measures. Assume that for
any Rwcs constraint Γ ′ if cm(Γ ) > cm(Γ ′) then for any solution ϑ′ of Γ ′ there
exists a derivation Γ ′; ε =⇒+ ∅; σ′ such that σ′|Q′ = ϑ′|Q′ and σ′|V ′ ≤· ϑ′|V ′
where Q′ = eqv(Γ ′) and V ′ = vars(Γ ′). We show how to build the desired
derivation from Γ ; ε for a solution ϑ of Γ .

If Γ does not contain equations then the theorem is trivial, because σ = ε
and eqv(Γ ) = ∅. Therefore, we assume that Γ contains equations. We pick an
arbitrary equation s ¿ t from Γ such that t is ground, and represent Γ as
{s ¿ t} ∪∆. Depending on the form of s ¿ t we have three cases: s and t are
the same terms, s is an individual variable, or s is a compound term different
from t. The first two cases as well as all the subcases of the third one, except
the ones considered below, can be handled in the same way as in the proofs of
Theorem 3 and Theorem 8 in [21].

We consider here first those subcases of the third case where the first ar-
gument of s is a sequence variable constrained by more than one membership
constraint, or where the head of s is a context variable constrained by more
than one membership constraint. Let s = f(x, s1, . . . , sn) and represent ∆ as



∆ = {(x in T1, f1), (x in T2, f2)} ∪ Φ. We have xϑ = pt1, . . . , tmq, m ≥ 0,
for some ground t’s. We transform Γ ; ε with the step Γ ; ε =⇒IRET Ψ ; ε where
Ψ = {f(x, s1, . . . , sn) ¿ t, (x in T1, f1), f(y) ¿ f(x), (y in T2, f2)} ∪ Φ.
Since ϑ is a solution of Γ , the substitution ϑψ is a solution of Ψ , where ψ =
{y 7→ pt1, . . . , tmq}. We assume without loss of generality that y occurs nei-
ther in the domain nor in the range of ϑ. By the induction hypothesis, there
exists a derivation Ψ ; ε =⇒+ ∅; σ with σ|Q′ = ϑψ|Q′ and σ|V ′ ≤· ϑψ|V ′ where
Q′ = eqv(Ψ) and V ′ = vars(Ψ). Since Q ⊂ Q′ and y does not occur in ϑ, we
have σ|Q = ϑψ|Q = ϑ|Q. As for the case with restriction to V , since y ∈ eqv(Ψ),
by Lemma 2, yσ|V ′ is ground. Then the only possibility is yσ|V ′ = pt1, . . . , tmq,
because yϑψ|V ′ = pt1, . . . , tmq. Moreover, y does not occur in the range of σ|V .
Hence, for all v ∈ dom(σ|V ) we have vσ|V = vσ|V ′ . Similarly, since y does not
occur in ϑ, for all v ∈ dom(ϑψ|V ) we have vϑψ|V = vϑψ|V ′ . It implies that
σ|V ≤· ϑψ|V . But since ϑψ|V = ϑ|V we finally get σ|V ≤· ϑ|V .

The case when the head of s is a context variable constrained by more than
one regular constraint can be proved in a similar way.

Now assume the first argument of s is a sequence variable constrained only
once, by a regular term expression whose head is not a regular operator, and
that contains a proper r-term subexpression or a proper r-context subexpres-
sion. Let s = f(x, s1, . . . , sn) and represent ∆ as ∆ = {(x in T, f)}∪Φ. We have
xϑ = r, where r is ground. Assume T contains a proper r-term subexpression T′′

such that no proper superexpression of T′′ is an r-term expression and no proper
superexpression of T′′ is an r-context expression. We transform Γ ; ε with the step
Γ ; ε =⇒SVA1 Ψ ; ε where Ψ = {f(x, s1, . . . , sn) ¿ t, (x in T′, f), (y in T′′, 0)}∪Φ,
where T′ is obtained from T by replacing the occurrence of T′′ with a fresh se-
quence variable y. Since ϑ is a solution of Γ , the substitution ϑψ is a solution
of Ψ , where ψ = {y 7→ pt1, . . . , tmq} for some ground t’s. We assume without loss
of generality that y occurs neither in the domain nor in the range of ϑ. By the
induction hypothesis, there exists a derivation Ψ ; ε =⇒+ ∅; σ with σ|Q′ = ϑψ|Q′
and σ|V ′ ≤· ϑψ|V ′ where Q′ = eqv(Ψ) and V ′ = vars(Ψ). Since Q = Q′ and y
does not occur in ϑ, we have σ|Q = ϑψ|Q = ϑ|Q. To prove σ|V ≤· ϑ|V we first
observe that yσ|V ′ is ground, although y is just a potentially equational variable
of Ψ . (It happens because there is no proper r-superterm and r-supercontext of T′′

in T that could disappear (by taking an empty sequence or an empty hole as its
instance, or choosing another branch by choice operator) during the derivation.
Hence, in the derivation there is no step that turns y into a nonequational vari-
able. Therefore, y eventually becomes an equational variable and, by Lemma 2,
gets bound to a ground sequence of terms.) By the same reasoning as in the case
with IRET above we conclude that σ|V ≤· ϑ|V . ut

5 Extensions and Restrictions

We can add the intersection “∩” and complementation “¬” into the list of reg-
ular operators and redefine the notions of regular expressions and generated
languages correspondingly. However, we have to handle membership constraints



that contain such operators with some care in order not to have problems with
decidability. The idea is that no rule in the algorithm should make the vari-
ables constrained by regular expressions that contain ∩ and ¬ nonequational.
To guarantee this, we require that the Rwcs constraints satisfy the following
condition (besides already mentioned weak Ecv): All the variables constrained
by a regular expression that contains ∩ or ¬ should be equational.

For ∩ we introduce the following two rules: IORET in Rrt and IOREC in Rrc.
It is not a surprise that they are pretty similar to IRET and IREC that also deal
with intersection.

IORET: Intersection Operator in Regular Terms

{f(x, s1, . . . , sn) ¿ t, (x in T1 ∩ T2, f)} ∪ Γ ; σ
=⇒ {f(x, s1, . . . , sn) ¿ t, (x in T1, f), f(y) ¿ f(x), (y in T2, f)} ∪ Γ ; σ.

IOREC: Intersection Operator in Regular Contexts

{C(s) ¿ t, (C in C1 ∩ C2, g)} ∪ Γ ; σ
=⇒ {C(s) ¿ t, (C in C1, g), D(a) ¿ C(a), (D in C2, g)} ∪ Γ ; σ.

As for the complementation, we ignore the constraints of the form (x in ¬T, f)
and (C in ¬C, g) until the algorithm C computes an answer σ, and then check
whether xσ /∈ L(Tσ)fσ and Cσ /∈ L(Cσ)gσ hold. Since all x and C are equational,
as well as all the variables in T and C, their instances xσ, Cσ, Tσ, and Cσ are all
ground, and the membership test can be done using automata.

On the other hand, by restricting variable occurrences we can obtain in-
stances of the framework.

DCV+ECV. The most restricted instance of the framework deals with Rwcs
problems that satisfy Dcv and Ecv, i.e. all the constrained variables are distinct
and equational.

Example 9. A Rwcs constraint that satisfies Dcv and Ecv:

{C(f(x)) ¿ g(f(a, b), h(f(a), f)), F (x, y) ¿ C(b),

(C in D(h(y∗, ◦, x∗)), 0), (x in (f(z) | a)∗, 0)}.

To solve such problems the rules Req, Rrt, and Rrc are sufficient. If we restrict
this case further, considering only those regular expressions that are built from
pure terms and contexts using regular operators (and forbid constrained variables
to occur in them), we obtain the case that was studied in [22]. There it was
shown that Req, Rrt, and Rrc, without variable abstraction rules, give sound,
terminating, and complete solving method.

DCV. Constrained variables, all distinct, need not occur in equations (i.e. can
be potentially equational or nonequational).



Example 10. A Rwcs constraint that satisfies only Dcv:

{C(f(x)) ¿ g(f(a, b), h(f(a), f)), F (x, y) ¿ C(b), (C in D(h(y∗, ◦, x∗)), 0),
(x in (f(z) | a)∗, 0), (y in b∗, 0), (w in pf(◦)?(a), y∗q, 0)}.

The rules Req, Rrt, Rrc, and Rsat provide sound, terminating, and complete
solving method for this case.

ECV. Constrained variables need not all be distinct, but they must occur in
equations (i.e. must be equational variables).

Example 11. A Rwcs constraint that satisfies only Ecv:

{C(f(x)) ¿ g(f(a, b), h(f(a), f)), F (x, y) ¿ C(b),

(C in D(h(y∗, ◦, x∗)), 0), (x in (f(z) | a)∗, 0), (x in f(z)∗ | a, 0)}.

In this case for sound, terminating, and complete solving method we need the
rules Req, Rrt, Rrc, and Rint.

6 Related Work and Concluding Remarks

The framework is flexible and expressive: It allows to traverse the data term,
represented as a tree, in horizontal and in vertical directions (using four different
kinds of variables). Variables can be constrained by regular expressions, and the
regular expressions can occur in the query terms.7 The same variable can be con-
strained in several ways. Moreover, the regular expressions the framework pro-
cesses can be seen as an “extension” of the standard ones [13] with (unrestricted)
variable occurrences. Well-modedness allows avoiding variable occurrence check
and guarantees that matching techniques can be applied for solving.

Our framework subsumes various formalisms used in constraint solving, pro-
gramming, and querying. Here we just mention the most closely related ones.
Note that the types of problems we can solve are problematic for automata-based
approaches because of variables in regular expressions.

Context matching [33] is a particular instance of Rwcs constraint solving
where only context and individual variables are allowed, no regular expressions
are considered, and each equation to be solved is a matching equation.

Context sequence matching [22] can be obtained by the following restrictions:
Regular terms and regular contexts should be built by regular operators from
pure terms and pure contexts only; all the equations to be solved should be
matching equations (and should not involve regular operators); each sequence

7 Query terms with regular expressions can be reduced to query terms without reg-
ular expressions and with membership constraints, by variable abstraction tech-
niques. We did not spell it in this paper, but it is straightforward. For instance,
{f(a∗, g(◦) | C(f(a | b, ◦))(f(b∗))) ¿ t} is transformed into {f(x, D(f(y))) ¿
t, (x in a∗, 0), (D in g(◦) | C(f(a | b, ◦)), 0), (y in b∗, 0)}.



and context variable can be constrained by maximum one membership constraint
(Dcv); all constrained variables should occur in matching equations (Ecv); no
constrained variable can occur in regular expressions.

Example 12. Let Γ = {C(b) ¿ f(a, a, f(a, f(b))), (C in f(a∗, ◦)?, 0)} be a Rwcs
constraint. The algorithm C solves it with {C 7→ f(a, a, f(a, f(◦)))}. This con-
straint can not be expressed in the syntax of [22]. An attempt of writing Γ
in the form ∆ = {C(b) ¿ f(a, a, f(a, f(b))), (C in f(x, ◦)?, 0), (x in a∗, 0)}
does not give an equivalent transformation: ∆ is not solvable, because x will get
instantiated with pa, aq and will not match a.

The pattern matching mechanism of the programming language of Mathemat-
ica [35] can be directly modeled in our framework. For this we do not even
need context variables. The pattern constructs like RepeatedNull, Repeated,
Alternatives, Optional, Except have straightforward counterparts in our reg-
ular expressions. The “shortest first match” semantics of Mathematica for
sequence variables [5] can be captured by first trying those rules from R that
assign pq to sequence variables, and stopping the algorithm C when the first
matcher is computed.

A rule-based system ρLog [25], implements matching with individual, func-
tion, sequence and context variables that is subsumed by Rwcs constraint solv-
ing. Various special versions of the framework found their way into the mathe-
matical software system Theorema [6].

The equational formulae with membership constraints [14] have similarities
and differences with Rwcs constraints. The fragment that can be represented
as an instance of our framework consists of existentially closed constraints in
disjunctive normal form, where disjuncts contain no negated equality and are
well-moded. To express this fragment we need to consider only individual and
sequence variables and ground regular terms without star in membership con-
straints.

Comon [12] restricts equational and membership constraints in a different
way than we do: He requires any occurrence of the same context variable to
be always applied to the same term (that gives a decidable fragment), while we
require well-modedness. Otherwise, his sort expressions correspond to our regular
terms without variables and the star operator. Context expressions correspond to
regular contexts without sequence and function variables. Sequence and function
variables do not occur in the equations either.

Like [12], we can easily express possible schematization involving a regular
expression of star height larger than 2 like, for instance, writing (f(◦)?.g(◦))?(a)
for fn1(g(fn2(g(· · · fn2(g(a)) · · · )))). This can not be represented in the for-
malisms developed for unification of terms schemes [8, 32, 11, 18]. On the other
hand, these formalisms can represent the set of all ground terms of the form
f(gn(a), hn(a)) which can not be expressed in our framework.

We can encode one-step rewrite constraints [7] s1 → t1 by l1 → ri, . . . , sn →
tn by ln → rn (that says that the term si can be rewritten to a term ti by the
rule li → ri in one step) as {C1(l1) ¿ s1, t1 ¿ C1(r1), . . . , Cn(ln) ¿ sn, tn ¿
Cn(rn)} provided that vars(ri) ⊆ vars(li) for each i, variables in rules and terms



are disjoint, s1 is ground and vars(si) ⊆
⋃i−1

j=1 vars(tj). These conditions make
sure that the obtained constraint is well-moded. Niehren et al [29] generalize
one-step rewriting constraints by specifying the position where the term is to
be rewritten and impose the ordering constraints on positions. Under the well-
modedness restrictions we can express not only this generalization but any other
that specify positions in terms of regular contexts, and also one-step rewrite
constraints for rewrite systems that contain not only individual but also sequence
and context variables. It implies that well-moded one-step rewrite constraints
with such extended rewrite rules are decidable. Moreover, again under well-
modedness restrictions equality up-to constraints [27] (that subsume one-step
rewrite constraints) can be expressed.

Regular expression pattern matching [19] is used for tree manipulation, pri-
marily for Xml, in a statically typed setting. Regular expression patterns basi-
cally correspond to our regular terms without individual variables and contexts.
The effect of regular contexts is achieved by recursion on pattern names (under
certain restrictions that guarantee that the language remains regular). Regular
expression patterns are restricted to be linear. We do not have such a restriction.

Niehren et al [28] use tree automata for multi-slot information extraction
from semistructured data. The automata are restricted to be unambiguous that
limits n-ary queries to finite unions of Cartesian closed queries (Cartesian prod-
ucts of monadic queries), but this restricted case is processed efficiently. Rwcs
constraint solving is closely related with some other solving methods proposed
for querying and transforming semistructured data (Xml, in particular), like
simulation unification [4] of XCerpt, unification with sequence variables [20] of
XCentric [10], path expression matching of XPath [9], matching of incomplete
regular expressions [31], just to name a few.

We can also extend the framework to work on multitrees [23] that are un-
ranked unordered trees. The property of being unordered can be expressed by
the equality f(x, x, y, y, z) = f(x, y, y, x, z) and the corresponding rule can be
directly incorporated into the inference system of our algorithm. In this way we,
in fact, get a mixture of constraints over ordered and unordered unranked trees.
However, a naive straightforward way of adding a rule for unordered terms would
be very inefficient since it would consider all possible permutations of the argu-
ments. There are known techniques for efficient commutative and associative-
commutative matching (see, e.g. [16]) that can be adapted for this case.

We can use well-moded membership constraints to express regular hedge
grammars (without multiple recursion). For instance, let G be the following
regular hedge grammar (N, T, S, P ) from [26]:

N = {Doc,Para1 ,Para2 ,Pcdata}
T = {doc, para, pcdata}
S = {(doc,Doc)}
P = {Doc → (para[Para1 ],para[Para2]∗),

Para1 → ε,Para2 → pcdata[Pcdata],Pcdata → ε}



It has a straightforward translation into the following well-moded membership
constraint (overlined identifiers are sequence variables and bold face ones are
function symbols):

{(Doc in doc(para(Para1 ),para(Para2)∗), 0), (Para1 in pq, 0),

(Para2 in pcdata(Pcdata), 0), (Pcdata in pq, 0)}.

In fact, this constraint can be further simplified:

{(Doc in doc(para(),para(pcdata())∗), 0)}.

We can easily model single recursion in regular grammars with well-moded
membership constraint. Mutual recursion can not be modeled because of well-
modedness restriction, and multiple recursion would need multiple occurrences
of the hole constant.

Nevertheless, in our opinion, having Rwcs constraint solving as the matching
mechanism for an Xml querying and transformation language would make it
very flexible and expressive. In [22] we demonstrated how an instance of Rwcs
constraint solving, context sequence matching, can be used in this purpose.

Other application areas of our framework are implementation of rewriting
and rewriting strategies, and representing and matching schemas in program
synthesis.

An experimental Prolog implementation of our algorithm is available at:
http://www.risc.uni-linz.ac.at/people/tkutsia/software.html.
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